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Face_without_a_body 2019 (performance)

..a told story, or to be more specific; a non normative nonlinear narrative, a messy tale of a digital 
model, The Model. Prenounced through a humans voice. I, the artist take(s) the place of the carri-
er, the translater.



The Model 2019 (video)

The Model is a projection of a performance done by The Model. The choreography of the per-
formance consists out of pre-set movements that are used in combat (games), silly dancing and 
poses specifically meant to sell the (female) body. Undone from its  original meaning and function 
its body morphed after the artist’s appearance and dressed up in a suit.



I Value Privacy 2019-ongoing (digital image on screen + text) 



(IF<G)ame the system 2019 (1200 x 675mm lenticulair print)

Monitored  2019 (A0 print) (digital moving print)





https://vimeo.com/275056569
Virtually 2018 (short video)

Virtually is like a game that plays itself. It is a simulation of a virtual world. Showing the power rela-
tion we have with software, or rather the power software has over us. The human actress is a rep-
resentative of the user. A player in the game. Limited in actions, but able to move witin its borders.





https://vimeo.com/278138670
I’m Okay, Trust Me 2018 (performance, documentation)

I’m Okay, Trust Me was a workshop, art project, and performance at the Radboud University in Ni-
jmegen. Beneficial to, and together with students of the Radboud University. Concerning our (well)
being. The mask we hide(?) behind. 

MASK
1. a covering for all, or part of the face, worn as a disguise, or to amuse or frighten others. 

2. conceal (something) from view. 
3. showing/ uncovering the real





NOT the AND 2017-ongoing (collaboration with Jakob van Klinken)

Paste, copy, appropriate, reproduce, exhibit series.



https://vimeo.com/229990862

Soft Machine 2017 (video/moving image/photographs)









Not Grey 2016 (performance)

What role does the (former) enviroment (still) play in appearance towards the outside? Not Grey is 
a performance where everything is taken off, except for the masks. A performance where I failed.. 
in appearing (in)different.  





Gebouw GC 2014 (publication)

Research project based on the building occupied by TAC (Temporary Art Center) a.k.a. Building 
GC, Vonderweg 1, 5611 BK Eindhoven (NL). 


